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Marshmallows Are GudFud
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About this blog

Picked up some squishy candy news from the always
sweet Junk Food Blog about a new Japanese-inspired
candy that’s now out: GudFud, which is actually
pronounced “gooood foood.” According to their website,
GudFud is “yummy foods and fun stuff that make you
smile.” Though perhaps you should brush first after eating
and before smiling--you know how marshmallows can get
stuck in your teeth. The GudFud offerings are only two at
the moment, marshmallows stuffed with chocolate and
marshmallows stuffed with fruit jelly. I think bringing
either of these in to share with co-workers is a good idea,
by the way (in case any of my co-workers are reading
this), and you can buy in six-packs and in a box with a
bow on their site.
--A.J. Rathbun

We're an unruly bunch of Amazon.com editors
who love to cook, decorate, garden, and most
importantly...eat! We're in the know about
the hottest products for the kitchen and
home, including top-of-the-line kitchen
appliances, unique cook's tools, chompable
dog toys, must-have grills, mouthwatering
gourmet food, and much, much more. Come
back and visit us on our blog frequently to
get our latest takes on the hippest things for
your kitchen and home.
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